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COVID-19 Town Hall Questions and Answers- May 8th  

We would like to remind you that this document should be shared with St. Joe's staff, physicians and volunteers only.  
Reminder: COVID-19 ONGOING EMAIL UPDATES are posted directly on the Infection Prevention and Control Department page, click here. 
*NOTE the statements in this document are up to date as of May 15th, 2020.   

We received over 19 0questions during the town hall on May 8th. The questions were grouped into themes and forwarded to the designated lead or subject 

matter experts to obtain answers, and/or we identified the email where the most up to date answers can be found. Thank you for your patience and 

understanding.  This is an emerging and rapidly changing situation.  We will do our best to respond to themed questions from town halls on a weekly basis. If you 

need further clarification on how the answer applies to your role please connect directly with your Manager/Chief.     
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Re-Opening of Services  
Question  Answer  

Questions about reopening Surgery:  

• Is Dr. Adili and his  team also co-ordinating the ramp 
up of surgeries at the King Street campus? 
 

• Are eye surgeries happening at the King Campus at 
all.  If no, when do we expect it to start? 

 

 

• Are you going to open more surgical beds? 

 

Yes, and Julie Holmes and Dr. Chaudry have been working closely with us to accomplish this. 

 

 

Yes- King Campus is completing urgent and emergency eye cases. The ministry of health also 

permits us to complete high priority cases that are needing to be done within a set time frame 

or the patient risks permanent damage. 

 

Yes, we are now putting some surgical patients back on 6 Surgery. There are approximately 12 

beds there now that are dedicated to surgical patients. Should the demand for Covid beds 

increase, we will reverse that decision immediately. We are still only completing emergency, 

urgent and cancer surgical cases. Other cases that we are doing are those non-cancer cases that 

will have very serious long term consequences for the patient if they are delayed any longer.   

Does ramping up services include mental health services? Or 

is the first phase directed towards surgery and medicine? 

The first phase does include mental health and addiction services, as do all the subsequent 

ramp up stages. 

Can we stop the influx of patients to Complex Care, since 

there is not as much space needed elsewhere?  It is hard to 

meet QOL of EOL patients when overcrowded. 

The census/bed availability for Complex Care is 46 patients, and throughout the COVID period 

occupancy on Complex Care has been less than 46. 

Department and Program specific questions:  

• Can we enforce a policy about patients leaving the floor 
for long hours? It poses a significant risk to 
staff/patients. 

• A lot of research occurs at the hospital, but there's not a 
lot of direction for those staff as to what is going on. Any 
updates on conduct of research studies? 

We continue to receive questions that are specific to the operations of an individual 

Department and the interpretation of hospital COVID-19 policy. These questions are welcome 

and should be communicated to your manager for response. As such they will not be 

specifically answered in the Town Hall Q&A.   
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About the Virus and Testing  
Where do I get the latest information on the virus?  Dr. Marek Smieja, Microbiologist, Infectious Disease Physician and 

Interim Chief of Laboratory Medicine has been providing regular 
updates during each town hall. Review the transcripts for details. We 
also continue to encourage everyone to turn to trusted sources for 
information: Public Health Ontario, Ontario Ministry of Health, World 
Health Organization  

 

Dr. Marek Smieja, Microbiologist, Infectious Disease Physician and Interim Chief of Laboratory 
Medicine has been providing regular updates during each town hall. Review the transcripts for 
details. We also continue to encourage everyone to turn to trusted sources for information:  

• Public Health Ontario – Lab testing guidelines and more information.  
• Ontario Ministry of Health – Status of cases in Ontario and more information.  
• World Health Organization – More information 

In the news it says the province is not meeting testing goals.  

What is St. Joes doing to help meet those goals?  It 

sometimes seems like we avoid testing. 

The HRLMP will test every specimen coming in and clinicians should be encouraged to send 
anyone they suspect.  We have also been helping our provincial partners deal with the 
backlog.   

Do we know how many cases are inside and outside of care 

homes, how many of the deaths are people with pre-existing 

conditions? Do we know what is the COVID rate for healthy 

people who don't live in care homes?  

 

Do we have any covid patients from long term care and will 

they go back to the care home when they are cleared? 

From most modelling data this is likely less than 1% in our community.  We completed a full 
study of all prolonged inpatient admissions through St Joes and HHS, as well as a shelter study, 
showing zero asymptomatic cases.   

 

Not at this time. (May 15th)  

Have we reached the peek? Is another wave coming? So far Ontario's data shows a decline in cases and growth rate in keeping with being past the 
peak.  We will likely see another wave of cases - likely in the fall when respiratory season 
improves.  

Is anyone close to making a vaccine for covid 19? 

is the covid vaccine going to be mandatory once available to 

the public? 

There are some phase 1 and phase 2 trials ongoing for different molecules, such as mRNA or 
adenovirus vector.  

As with other vaccines, the higher level of immunity in the community leads to herd immunity 
thereby decreasing the risk to others who can't make an effective immune response.  There will 
be an effort to ensure the most people get this vaccine - however, making it mandatory 
depends on the safety profile and other issues with the vaccine.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017jzvrWVLsyQx9tJ2fVePZ7w7xNQvSqNif7RAE3-I7uYi36lTZC-dVj_6RObn31a0FxMSmaPiSYCsryN2QhRJxebLcvG97sMxrI4QT8VEUwTwCWHe_UwdQsdD3bPwALhvoM9InVpLFtNAk8N2QIXLlg4hnK4ivpBc3M92vOe2B7i_piER1ZGM82zwkfjKs8Lz3nWctqgrTbvZs6ia2t3VbGOg9BlBZwqvwaHl0T-dgqYL62B4GVfnkPAs0Tfwg1n_&c=9l67NDGpXduFpK-FGunXaiz05NBfLa90-p-EowBtrv3YnCQt2kUROQ==&ch=QQwXO42nlop3oMl29iIWRhBOs7lPGb1i1hIVnYIZUAZFiRaLSrz9IA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017jzvrWVLsyQx9tJ2fVePZ7w7xNQvSqNif7RAE3-I7uYi36lTZC-dVnafxWMxmHZRbZbdLUGEkZEz7zlzvFJgw7-tOF67rhNYwzy1CXO12Be3ZsXRZBTcXAZeDEtlQ35tKmapww1M2MomyrPAgyrHxUtI-TJPyiJEFncXDgi9BHdWgZV5YU4oE_879pJdZqdJTVcp6QzRpDI=&c=9l67NDGpXduFpK-FGunXaiz05NBfLa90-p-EowBtrv3YnCQt2kUROQ==&ch=QQwXO42nlop3oMl29iIWRhBOs7lPGb1i1hIVnYIZUAZFiRaLSrz9IA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0017jzvrWVLsyQx9tJ2fVePZ7w7xNQvSqNif7RAE3-I7uYi36lTZC-dVj_6RObn31a050nMmnMt8QEmZeWXci5wGeVGfm8TcqjvykbREqWXTKRF_q1A-OXS6XlHbsDjoeTpOh3LRsOSGtlDwT2GtrYpUi7JaI6hNQqDK9REGtxoqk5APNrQ8LmISV7wTeFit7RhOVgwZ-yA9YI=&c=9l67NDGpXduFpK-FGunXaiz05NBfLa90-p-EowBtrv3YnCQt2kUROQ==&ch=QQwXO42nlop3oMl29iIWRhBOs7lPGb1i1hIVnYIZUAZFiRaLSrz9IA==
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 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)  
The current guidelines and available supplies are updated 
regularly through daily briefings by Winnie Doyle and David 
Russell.  

See the latest PPE protocols by reviewing the latest emails and townhall.  
The latest information is posted here: https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-
staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/safety-protocols 
Keeping each other safe poster  

How is it going with addressing the PPE shortage?  Can we 
expect a stable supply to meet changing needs? 

We are being proactive to try and ensure sufficient stock is available for staff as required by 

carefully tracking utilization.  Thank you to each area for your support of the satellite depot and 

our sign out process which allows us to do this effectively.  This allows us to model usage and 

helps us to ensure we have adequate supply as we move forward to increase volumes.  In 

addition to our internal efforts along with other regional hospitals, we are working with 

municipal, regional and provincial groups to share required information and as needed, 

inventory.   

When can we stop wearing masks?  If the outbreak is over 
can we stop?  

As the pandemic is continuing, the guidance for the Chief Medical Officer of Health has 

remained the same to wear facial coverings (masks) where social distancing is not possible. In 

addition, SJH and many areas hospitals and LTC are requiring masks to be worn upon entry into 

their facilities to protect patients and staff. 

Eye protection: We were told that SJH was making a decision 
about eye protection but there has been no update. 

Currently the hospital stocks face shields at the Charlton Campus depot.  All staff are able to 

request this product at the satellite depot at Charlton campus or request to have them shipped 

to the West 5th or King St campus.  

What are we doing to protect those workers in the 
community dealing with shelters, rcfs and home care? 

From a PPE perspective, SJHH has assisted community organizations with supplier information 

and provided supplies in urgent situations. If your question is about specific operations of an 

individual Department please ask your manager for response.  

Will we be informed when masks are being reprocessed for 
resuse? 

Yes  

Can plexiglass be put up at all nursing stations to protect 
clerical staff and others using the desk? Patients and staff 
hover around the front desks 
 
 
Will the plexi glass screens stay after Covid-19? 

Guiding principles were developed with clinical and IPAC input and were provided to the 

Directors to assist with determining where protective screens should be considered. Based on 

the review of the manager and director of each department, plexi-glass barriers have been and 

continue to be installed.  

Yes – there are no plans to remove the plexi-glass screens that have been installed. 

Can we start looking into masking patients as  a mandatory 
requirement? 

We started universally masking patients last week. 

Concerns raised with the fit of the blue masks. Metal, not 
plastic helps reduce fogging of glasses.  

Thank you very much for that suggestion, we will look into the anti-fog spray.  In the meantime, 

we have a large supply of masks with ties to offer a more `customized` fit for those 

https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/safety-protocols
https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/safety-protocols
https://files.constantcontact.com/e1a50970601/fded33de-cf85-416d-96c5-554d8ef610da.pdf
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Suggestion from staff to get an anti fog spray you can buy 
for glasses. Use it all the time for visors in hockey, works 
well.  
Should we not all be wearing the orange masks?  

experiencing fogging of glasses or goggles.  These can be obtained through the depot at all 

three campuses. 

The level 1 masks handed out at the door are sufficient for most interactions. As per the Point 

of Care Risk Assessment, if the HCW expects to receive splashes to the face during a procedure 

or when caring for a patient under Enhanced Droplet/Contact Precautions then the level 2 

mask may be work. 

We need to implement a "Wear it Right" procedure/training 

for surgical masks (staff and patients are not wearing them 

right). Can screening staff to speak with ALL patients about 

wearing their mask & how?          

Concerns were raised about staff and physicians are not 
wearing their masks.  

Click here for information on proper wearing of masks. 
 
 
 
See the answer under physical distancing. 

Screening and Safety Protocols 
Screening ideas or suggestions:  

• Is it possible for staff to take their temperature at 
home and report it to screeners upon entry? 
 

• Could there be a "fast-lane" entrance at West 5th 
for those staff who have used the mobile screening 
tool? 

• Can we have separate staff entry instead of walking 
in and out with potential covid patients where 
paramedics are also entering ? 

• Is it possible to open more staff entrances? 
Especially Level 0 of the Jurvanski Tower. 

 

This may be something that we consider in the future. For now, we will continue with the 

screening measures that are currently in place and similar to other hospitals. 

We will definitely consider this and see if we can do this safely at our entrances. 

 

We are looking at this and will only do so if we can continue to maintain the safety measures 

that we currently have in place. 

We are presently assessing how we could safely accommodate exits for staff and physicians. 

I've been working as a screener at a staff entrance. Do we 
need to ask everyone to show staff badge or just people we 
don't know? 

All staff must show their badge. Additionally, as per hospital policy, everyone must wear their 

ID badge while at work at all times. 

How are we planning to handle the increase in screening 
when clinics start to reopen? 

Staff will be added as required. 

Concerns were raised about answer the screening questions 
truthfully when declaring symptoms and Manager’s 
reaction.   

We all have an ethical responsibility to answer truthfully for the safety of everyone at our 

hospital. If possible, please forward additional details with regard to the manager’s reaction for 

further follow up to: cduffin@stjoes.ca. 

https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/safety-protocols
mailto:cduffin@stjoes.ca
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Physical Distancing  
Questions about Physical Distancing:  

 

April 17th, 2020 at 7:30 p.m.| Email #39 Keeping Each Other Safe Each day we need to be 
intentional in keeping each other safe. The social distancing is not always easy, but in this 
regard we are asking everyone to think about staff congregate spaces like staff rooms. We are 
in this together but must all be keeping each other safe.  In your area work out how many 
people can be in the space at the same time. Some areas have removed chairs and marked the 
floor as a way of queueing each other and stressing how many people can be in this area.  The 
best ideas on this will come from your direct team. Just like we have said for years on hand 
hygiene "remind me if I don’t wash my hands," keep that up and ALSO "REMIND me if I am in 
your space." 

Concerns continue to be raised about staff smoking on the 

sidewalk not adhering to physical distancing and wearing 

masks under their chin.  How can we make staff more 

accountable?  

Please inform the Security team at your site if you see that staff are not adhering to physical 

distancing while smoking on hospital property or the sidewalk near entrances. Smoking and 

vaping is prohibited by Ontario law within nine metres of hospital entrances and on hospital 

property. 

Where do we find (office) space at Charlton for physical 

distancing? Many admins working close together right now. 

If you are working in the hospital and have concerns about physical distancing in your work 
area, please connect with your Manager to help find a solution, which may include spacing out 
staff in the space and modifying work spaces.  

Can we have lunch with our colleagues if there is a 2-meter 

distance? 

Yes, you must maintain at least a 2-metre physical distance between others while eating or 

drinking in common areas in the hospital, because to do so you must remove your face mask. 

Please be conscious of safely putting on and taking off your mask. Click here for information on 

proper wearing of masks. It is important to note that some teams have put up signage in 

common areas instructing how many people they allow in common spaces at a time due to 

space restrictions. If you have any questions about how to have lunch with colleagues while 

maintaining physical distancing, please connect with your Manager. 

Any comment on the social distancing that did not exist 

during the free flowers and soap days. 

We continue to ask that everyone in our hospital practice physical distancing whenever 

possible, as well as continuing to wear masks when inside the hospital building. We are grateful 

for the kind donations of food and gifts our community has donated to hospital staff. If ever 

physical distancing is not being adhered to, donation distribution will cease immediately, as 

what occurred during the flower donation distribution, resuming only when guidelines are 

being followed again.  

The soap distribution was highly controlled and social distancing was adhered to. One delegate 

from each team was selected to come down to pick up soap for their teammates, masks were 

worn and lines ups were spaced two meters apart. 

https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/safety-protocols
https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/safety-protocols
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Although social distancing and wearing masks are required, we must also limit the length of 

lines so that the safety of others and usual hospital operations can be maintained. This means 

that staff may be asked to return at a later time. Where appropriate, we will ask departments 

to send a delegate to pick up the donation. 

Does the organization recognize that it is difficult to 

maintain social distancing when there are increased patients 

and staff on units? 

As the hospital prepares to begin ramping up activity, we are committed to following the 

guidelines we have developed and those laid out in Ontario Health’s May 7 document “A 

measured approach to planning for surgeries and procedures during the COVID-19 pandemic.” 

Both of which include evaluating inpatient and outpatient activity for physical distancing and 

access to personal protective equipment. To learn more about the safety requirements in our 

measured approach, please visit our website (https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-

for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/clinical-updates). 

Cleaning 
What is being done by housekeeping to manage COVID 
concerns i.e. has there been an increase in staffing given 
greater needs to minimize risk of transmission? 

The EVS Dept. has proactively increased staffing levels, cleaning and disinfection processes as 

well as engaged new cleaning technologies throughout all campuses, from the start of the 

COVID pandemic.  

When the hospital opens up again to Out pts, Can the DI 
department get dedicated housekeeper to help because we 
have to clean and disinfect room after every pt? 

Future EVS Support levels needs and cleaning requirements are being discussed with 

departmental directors, as part of the Reintroduction of Services process, additional supports 

will be determined as part of this process.  

Parking  
Can we please have hand sanitizer installed at entrances and 
exits of the parking garages?  

Do not feel necessary as hand sanitizers are readily available at all points of entrance/exit 

from the Hospital and should be utilized accordingly.  

The $50 travel reimbursement is taxed as income. The 
original payment for pkg was paid from after tax income. 
Will you pls revisit this process? Thank you for the 50$ 
rebate for parking, why not just charge us the $60 for 
monthly parking. 

Income tax has not been applied to the $50 travel reimbursement.  This subsidy is intended as 

a way to say thank you for your role in helping our hospital respond to the needs of the 

community we serve during the COVID-19 pandemic.  When looking at doing the same for 

staff and physicians, we looked at this through an ethical framework and decided a more 

equitable approach to show appreciation to all is to give a $50 travel reimbursement to all 

full-time, part-time and casual active staff rather than reducing the rate for only those staff 

who currently pay for on-site parking.  

 

 

https://www.ontariohealth.ca/sites/ontariohealth/files/2020-05/A%20Measured%20Approach%20to%20Planning%20for%20Surgeries%20and%20Procedures%20During%20the%20COVID-19%20Pandemic.pdf
https://www.ontariohealth.ca/sites/ontariohealth/files/2020-05/A%20Measured%20Approach%20to%20Planning%20for%20Surgeries%20and%20Procedures%20During%20the%20COVID-19%20Pandemic.pdf
https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/clinical-updates
https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/clinical-updates
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Human Resources  
There were 75 questions related to Pandemic Pay, who is 

eligible, who is not, and when will payment be processed.   

At this point we are waiting for more information from the government.  See transcript from 
the Virtual Town Hall May 8th 2020 for what we currently know. On April 25th the government 
announced that there would be pandemic pay for Long Term Care, and then it morphed into 
some hospital employees. This is what the site currently says: It is temporary financial support 
for eligible front line and support workers who are experiencing severe challenges and are at 
heightened risk during the COVID-19 outbreak.  It is a targeted program designed to support 
employees who work in congregate care settings or primarily with vulnerable populations, 
where maintaining physical distancing is difficult or not possible.  
https://www.ontario.ca/page/covid-19-temporary-pandemic-pay.   
 
At this point only some hospital employees are eligible. There is significant advocacy going on 
to include all hospital workers.  St Joe’s, along with other Hospitals, are advocating expand the 
eligibility criteria. We believe all hospital workers should be eligible for the pandemic pay. We 
are advocating for this to be inclusive. We are waiting for more direction from the government 
before we process the pandemic pay.  

I am a staff and learner, when will learners (roughly) be able 

to begin their hours again? Do you know when St. Joseph's 

will allow in person or virtual student placements to begin 

again? 

Transcript from the Town Hall: The role of learners is really important to us as an 
academic health sciences centre. And as you know, many of our learners have not been 
included in the care we have been providing up to this point. So, at each tier, we have a 
plan for incorporating more learners back into the organization.  

Are volunteers needed? Will volunteers be contacted by 
their volunteer services head? 

Volunteers are a valued Hospital resource. As we review our operational needs and look at 

bringing more services back on line, the need and placement of volunteers will be part of that 

review. Volunteer Services Department will be in touch with you once it has been determined 

that volunteers can be safely returned to provide their valued support.  

For those working exceptional oncall hours why is the oncall 

pay backed up for over a month and consistently incorrect. 

Please review any payroll concerns directly with your manager for appropriate rectification.  

Some staff have little to no shifts with no options to pick up 

shifts... what are options?  

Please speak with your Manager and ask that they provide your name to the redeployment 
office where you may be given the opportunity for additional shifts in other areas of the 
Hospital or to provide support with screening activities.  

Media coverage re: LTC crisis reflects that employees who 
take a $ hit to their paycheck for sick days are motivated to 
work while sick. We have same problem! 
I am an "essential" worker onsite 5 days per week.  Yes, I get 
14% "in lieu".  No, I cannot afford to take a sick day. 

In order to ensure the safety of patients and staff, our expectation is that all employees follow 
proper protocol and do not come to work if they are sick. The percentage in lieu is an additional 
payment that is received on hours worked through the year to provide a financial offset when 
unpaid sick days are needed.  

https://www.ontario.ca/page/covid-19-temporary-pandemic-pay
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Can we resume the employee smoking cessation 

program?  In the past it was conducted 1 on 1 which would 

allow for social distancing. We need product. 

The quit smoking clinic offered by Public Health is currently closed due to the state of 
emergency. To access available resources and supports visit: www.smokershelpline.ca, go 
directly to your primary health care provider, or call Telehealth for phone support.  

What to do when employee health doesn't respond to staff 

concerns. 

Absolutely want to hear concerns and help. Please contact your manager who will assist with 
the followup or contact Director OH&S ext 34114.   

We've been told by IPAC that WFH schedules don't need to 

be coordinated for family members that are working at the 

same hospital - why is this? 

If you have questions about your schedule please contact your Manager. 

How many staff have been required to quarantine at home 

for 2 weeks due to exposure at work? 

Currently providing the total numbers of health care workers  who have tested positive thus 
requiring to self isolate as per Ministry of Health guidelines. (22) We report the total number of 
staff who have been infected with COVID-19 during the weekly town halls.   

Has the hospital been able to ascertain the source and cause 

of the multiple staff outbreaks? Lack of PPE, donning/doffing 

issues, physical space issue? 

We have had three outbreaks.   The contact tracing which occurred showed that not wearing 
PPE within 2 meters and physical distancing (2 meters) were the two most common 
factors.  Actions have been taken to address both of these factors (and others) and we thank 
everyone for their suggestions and compliance.  

 

Q&A Questions and Answers 
Town Hall - Why do my questions say waiting for review? I 
ask questions every town hall and they don't get posted. 
Why don’t you list all the questions submitted?  Why do you 
reject questions?  

During the town hall, a question may not get posted for voting if another person asks the 
same question and it has already been posted. This is to ensure that there are no duplicate 
questions and that the questions with the most votes are answered live during the town hall. 
You can “thumbs up” a question to vote for it, which moves the question higher on the list. All 
questions submitted are shared with leadership following the town hall, including how many 
votes a question gets. 

Please allocate more time to the Q&A portion. We have shared this feedback with leadership for consideration. 

 Can there be a better job done of answering ALL questions 
asked here, the transcripts did not include those not 
addressed during the town hall. 
 
 

There have been around 1100 questions asked during the town halls to date.  We try to 
answer as many as we can during the town hall. Answers to those questions can be found in 
the town hall transcript.  Any outstanding questions are themed and sent to content experts 
to create the Q&A document. Questions that have already been answered during a town hall 
or in an email are not repeated in the Q&A.  
You can access the town hall questions and answers here. 
Why have you not answered my specific question in the Q&A?  

▪ We have grouped similar questions together and created themes for our Q&A then 
asked our content experts to provide a response to help manage the volume as there 
are hundreds of questions on a weekly basis.  

http://www.smokershelpline.ca/
https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/information-for-our-staff-physicians-volunteers-and-learners/human-resources
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▪ Your questions may be specific to an individual Department’s interpretation of 
hospital COVID-19 policy or specific to the operations of an individual Department. 
These questions are welcome and it is best to ask your manager for response as they 
will not be specifically answered in the Town Hall Q&A.   

▪ We may be unable to answer the question that this time (e.g. we are waiting for 
provincial direction, or planning is underway so we don’t have details on what, how, 
or when). These questions are carried forward and will be shared once the 
information becomes available. 

If the answer to your question is still outstanding you can ask your questions by filling out this 
form: https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/questions. 

 

Recognition  
Admin professional’s day was not recognized in April. Was 
this due to the pandemic? Many of us are not able to work 
from home and remain on the front lines. 

Thank you for bringing this to our attention. Administrative Professional’s Day was recognized 
through St. Joe’s social media accounts on April 22 (Twitter and Facebook). You can view the 
post here: https://twitter.com/STJOESHAMILTON/status/1253014050193186822. If you 
would like to promote or acknowledge a group within the hospital or a special day, please 
contact the Public Affairs Department for ideas and options at publicaffairs@stjoes.ca.  

What’s the plan for nursing week? Although in-person Nursing Week events, such as the annual Nursing Week Dinner, have been 
postponed, a digital and social media campaign is running during Nursing Week. St. Joe’s 
nurses will also be featured in the Hamilton Spectator’s annual Nursing Week supplement on 
Wednesday, May 13th. To learn more, check us out online, or on MyStJoes, the screensavers 
or visit www.stjoes.ca/nursingweek and follow us on social media:  
  
Twitter: @STJOESHAMILTON 
Facebook: St. Joseph’s Healthcare and Foundation 
Instagram: @stjoeshamilton 
LinkedIn: St. Joseph’s Healthcare Hamilton 

 

 

https://www.stjoes.ca/coronavirus/questions
https://twitter.com/STJOESHAMILTON/status/1253014050193186822
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